Therapist Position

Job description

Growing private psychotherapy practice in Coralville seeks to hire a full-time therapist to join our staff. Caseload will include 25+ mostly individual clients per week, including adults and kids (age range of kids to be negotiated). Applicants interested in some couples therapy are also desirable. Active Iowa license as LISW, LMHC, or LMFT required. Would consider an exceptional LMSW candidate as well.

Hours/days somewhat negotiable. At least one late afternoon/early evening required. Weekday hours only. Benefits include health insurance, retirement account, and continuing education reimbursement.

Office currently houses 1 full-time therapist and 1 part-time therapist, as well as Office Manager and Office Assistant.

Please send a cover letter to annika@newleafic.com. Please include in your associated email, or address in the cover letter, the following information:

1) What age of clients you are comfortable seeing (0-100) and what kinds of clients you tend to work well with
2) What special interest areas you might have (e.g. trauma, ADHD, couples work)
3) Any specialized training you might have
4) How many years of therapy experience you have